XLCubed builds on the strengths of Excel and SQL Server to provide a consistent,
flexible Business Intelligence platform with straightforward web and mobile
deployment. Customers from the largest corporates to the SME sector trust
XLCubed to help increase user productivity in all aspects of reporting and
analytics.

XLCubed extends the capabilities of dataconnected Excel in reporting, analysis and
visualisation while addressing IT concerns
around security and spreadmarts.

Web
Governed Excel to web publication takes
seconds. XLCubed Web supports all
common browsers and can be run
standalone, or embedded within SharePoint
and custom portals.
Web reports are version controlled, dataconnected and fully interactive.

More power for
Microsoft BI

Share

Most BI tools try to replace Excel, but XLCubed embraces it. Providing
unparalleled user flexibility in data-connected Excel, XLCubed addresses the
fundamental concerns of IT around Excel’s use as a data store. Power users,
analysts and finance teams benefit from increased productivity and time savings
in an environment they are already comfortable in.

Excel is the world’s most prevalent BI and
analytics tool, but has some well
documented limitations.

Analyse

Excel

Excel-Centric, Enterprise-Ready BI

Automated report scheduling to pdf, Excel
and PowerPoint is also provided.

Mobile

- with less tools

Governed, Scalable Enterprise Deployment
XLCubed Web provides a governed and highly scalable model for widespread
deployment of Excel-developed, data-connected content. Pixel-perfect reports
and dashboards developed in the Excel client can be securely deployed to
XLCubed Web in seconds and are then accessible through any browser, or the
XLCubed mobile apps.
Web reports remain connected to the underlying data, are fully interactive and
respect existing security.

The Customer View
“The upgrade was smooth and the
feedback has been excellent. XLCubed
has helped our users become selfsufficient in reporting and agile in
analysis.”

“Alongside the strengths of the
products themselves, XLCubed have
been fantastic – providing excellent
training and support for our
implementation.”

Steve Lock, Park Group

Phil Hicking, Thorntons

Reports are responsive, and device
optimised, with no need to build separate
reports in disparate technologies for
different devices.

Go

XLCubed’s apps open XLCubed Web for
mobile workers.

The Partner View
“We looked at most of the Magic
Quadrant vendors and their
products proved significantly
more complex to install and
configure than XLCubed.
XLCubed required less user
training to bring customers up to
speed.
Customers and prospects quickly
see the benefits of XLCubed as
there is no lengthy training
required for them to become
highly productive.”
Marcel Brockhoff
CPM4Care

Embedded BI
XLCubed Web’s API allows for embedding at any level to provide rich
reporting and analytics seamlessly within other applications. Two-way
parameter passing enables an intuitive, contextual hybrid reporting
experience within vertical solutions.

Partner Program

The Analyst View
“There is nothing else in the
market today quite like XLCubed.”
Jen Underwood

We help partners differentiate their reporting and analytics solutions,
provide more to the customer and reduce implementation times.
Ultimately, we grow our business by helping partners grow theirs.

Impact Analytix

For systems integrators and consultancies, their core BI consultancy skills
are augmented by intuitive client tools that give more capability and
flexibility, and which customers ‘get’ straight away. OEMs benefit from
powerful reporting, analytics and dashboard capabilities within a whitelabelled extension to their existing products.
Partners benefit from expert product and sales training, premium
technical support, and effective demonstration materials.

Our history
With its origins in analytics within the Oil Industry XLCubed is now
successfully deployed in business critical applications in some of the
world’s largest organisations. The products are used across most
industries, with key verticals including Petrochemicals, Finance, and
Pharmaceuticals.
Drawing on over a decade’s experience on Analysis Services, XLCubed
now provides access to a wide range of additional data platforms
including SQL and other relational databases, SAP HANA, Power BI,
Amazon Redshift, Google Big Query and Oracle Essbase.
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